
GIVING TUESDAY
SOCIAL MEDIA
COUNTDOWN

You’ve got the schedule, images, and maybe
some copy; now it’s time to put it all together. 

 
Check out ZGIVE's  Giving Tuesday countdown

infographic to capture your supporter’s
attention.

SHARE YOUR GIVING
TUESDAY PLANS
Start your countdown by announcing that your nonprofit
will be participating in Giving Tuesday. View this post as a
save-the-date for supporters. Build anticipation by letting
supporters know what you'll be posting about leading up
to the event.  

BUILD ANTICIPATION
Intersperse countdown posts leading up to Giving
Tuesday. Each one should build the anticipation for this
global day of giving. Share a little bit more each time
about what your nonprofit will be doing on Giving
Tuesday, without giving too much away.  

SHARE PROGRESS UPDATES
Update supporters with your fundraising progress
throughout the day. Make sure to announce when you're
halfway to your goal, and appeal to donors at the end of
the day by demonstrating how close you are to reaching
your goal. 

KICKOFF GIVING TUESDAY 
It's happening! Schedule a post to kickoff Giving Tuesday
earlier in the day to get supporters excited from the very
start. Share more about your mission, impact, and the
cause(s) you're raising funds for today.  

SHOW APPRECIATION
You should be showing your supporters love throughout
the day, but make sure you say thank you at the end of
the day for everyone's support. Share how much was
raised on the day after Giving Tuesday, and share with
supporters the impact their donation has made in the
coming weeks. 

SEND A REMINDER 
Send a remind one day before that Giving Tuesday is
happening tomorrow! This is a great time to share the
different ways supporters can get involved. 

Incorporate these countdown posts into your overall
social media strategy. Don't forget the importance of
impact-driven content and thanking donors often!  

Visit zgiveblog.com to learn more ways to
make the most of 

Giving Tuesday. 

1 MONTH BEFORE

1–2 WEEKS BEFORE

1 DAY BEFORE

IN THE MORNING

THROUGHOUT THE DAY

AT THE END OF THE DAY

https://zoomgive.com/
https://zoomgive.com/
https://www.zoomgiveblog.com/

